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Order of service

Gathering

Acknowledgement of Country 

Text provided on a slide. Also available in several languages.

Call to Worship

Text provided on a slide. The traditional “Christ is Risen - he is risen indeed” in a range of different languages, with suggestion for

creative ways of using it.

opening Prayer

Text provided on a slide

song

A range of song suggestions will be provided. Options will include some from Together in Song as well as other modern worship

music.  Sheet music will be provided where possible. Some songs will be available as pre-recorded video with permission for

streaming.

Recap of Launch Video

UnitingWorld video provided as VIMEO link. Can be streamed or downloaded.

Prayer of Praise

An interactive prayer with slides and instructions provided.

Hearing the Word

Bible Reading

References provided. NRSV text also provided on a slide.

Sermon

sermon by UCA President Dr Deidre Palmer.  As a video recording (Vimeo link for streaming or pre-downloading) Full text transcript

also provided, for use as reference material for preaching.

Song 

A range of song suggestions will be provided. Options will include some from Together in Song as well as other modern worship

music.  Sheet music will be provided where possible. Some songs will be available as pre-recorded video with permission for

streaming.



Hearing the Word

UnitingWorld Call to Action

UnitingWorld video provided as VIMEO link. Can be streamed or downloaded.

Discussion 

Interactive session, picking up on the prayers of praise discussion. We will provide some questions to provoke

conversation on the theme of “what is your/our role?”

Offering & Offering Prayer

If the congregation chooses, they can use this time to gather people’s contributions for global mission, using the

UnitingWorld envelopes.

Prayers of Intercession

Inspired by themes from the work of global partners, and the words of St Teresa of Avila (“Christ has no body but yours”)

Going out into the World

Song 

A range of song suggestions will be provided. Options will include some from Together in Song as well as other modern worship

music.  Sheet music will be provided where possible. Some songs will be available as pre-recorded video with permission for

streaming.

Benediction

Text provided on a slide Alternatively, a video montage benediction. A video provided as VIMEO link Can be streamed or downloaded


